Continued from inside...Drop-Shot Rig Diagrams
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Share your Fly Fishing Adventures with Us
Send us your photos and tell us your story. Then see them
featured right here in our next Fly of the Month issue!

I

f you want to be a more successful angler on the fly, your fly rod and line need to
become an extension of your arm. This may sound overly dramatic or implausible,
but I assure you that it is possible with some changes to how you rig your line and
flies, and the adoption of the Drop-Shot Rig. A Drop-Shot Rig removes many of
the elements that can spook an alert fish, and turns the fishing line into a virtual
extension of your nervous system. This allows you to instantly feel every twitch, tap,
and take as your flies bump down the river. Continue reading inside...

Greg & Jeff Wambolt, along with clients and friends, enjoyed fishing
North Fork Ranch near Bailey.
Wambolt & Associates is a Registered Investment Adviser. This brochure is solely for informational purposes. Advisory
services are only offered to clients or prospective clients where Wambolt & Associates and its representatives are properly
licensed or exempt from licensure. Past performance is no guarantee of future returns. Investing involves risk and possible
loss of principal capital. No advice may be rendered by Wambolt & Associates unless a client service agreement is in place.

FLY OF THE MONTH • BEADHEAD ROCKROLLER • SIZE: 16

T

he most realistic cased caddis larva fly pattern in the shop, the BH
Rockroller, is a spot-on imitation of a host
of caddis species. Tied with a combination
of white, brown, black and tan rubberleg material, and finished with a black
beadhead and a pinch of gold tinsel, this
fly lives up to its name and rolls across the
bed of the river in a perfect imitation of a
real cased caddis drifting with the current. Plan on fishing this pattern to maximum
effect during spring runoff, after a rain storm, or whenever flows spike in your local
tailwater!
Dry/Wet: Wet | Fly Category: Generalist Pattern, True-Fly Pattern
Family: Caddis | Species: Green Sedge Caddis, Little Brown Sedge, Micro Caddis,
Saddle-Case Maker Caddis, Weedy Water Sedge | Life Stage: Larva

How to Use a Fly Fishing Drop-Shot Rig
Peter Stitcher - Ascent Fly Fishing
One of the main reasons that anglers miss strikes from fish is because there are
hinge-points in their line. In a traditional American-style nymphing rig, the fly
fisher adds a strike indicator to their leader, they pinch some weight to the leader
or tippet in order to help their flies sink, and then the fly or series of flies is tied to
the end of their rig to be drifted and dragged behind their weight. Several angles
or hinge-points in the line are created by rigging in this manner: one where the fly
line or leader runs across the surface of the water before diving down at the vertex
of the strike indicator, and a second as the line hinges at the weight and the tippet
and flies drift above the bed of the river. In order to detect a strike using this type of
rig, the fish needs to pick up the fly, apply enough pressure to straighten out these
hinge points, and hold onto the fly long enough for the angler to detect the strike
with their indicator. Needless to say, the added pressure of lifting a weight from the
bed of the river and pulling against the buoyant resistance of the indicator is a huge
red flag to a trout, and they will often spit the fly and hook before we ever detect the
strike. The Drop-Shot Rig is the perfect setup for eliminating one or both of these
hinge points and to help you feel even the lightest of takes.

The chief difference of the Drop-Shot Rig is that it is built using a number of
different sections & sizes of tippet. Flies are added to short tags of tippet tied perpendicular to the leader using tippet rings, and the weight is added to the end of the
leader off of a section of ultra-light tippet.

How to Build A Drop-Shot Rig:

1. Start with a 9-foot, 2x or 3x tapered leader (monofilament will work but fluorocarbon will sink faster) and remove 2-feet from the thinly tapered end (the
opposite end where the leader attaches to the fly line).
2. Tie on a tippet ring using an Improved Clinch Knot (these rings are heavily
polished so 7-8 twists should be used in your Improved Clinch Knot to ensure
that it doesn’t slip).
3. Using a 14” - 24” section of 4x - 5x fluorocarbon tippet (length depends on
the depth of water being fished), tie into the first tippet ring and add a second
tippet ting to the opposite end repeating step 2.
4. If you would like to fish 3 flies, repeat step 3 and tie a second section of 4x – 5x
fluorocarbon tippet into your second tippet ring.
5. Create a Sacrificial Tippet Section using a 12” – 18” section of 6x fluorocarbon
tippet, tying one end to your bottom tippet ring (repeating step 2) and adding
an Overhand Knot to the end of the opposite side.
6. Add several large split shot or pieces of tungsten putty above the Overhand
Knot on the bottom of the Sacrificial Tippet Section.
7. Add a 5” – 6” piece of 4x – 5x fluorocarbon tippet to each tippet ring and attach
your preferred wet fly pattern to the opposite end.
Whether fishing this Drop-Shot Rig under a strike indicator (the preferred
method when nymphing DEEP runs like the “Toilet Bowl” section of the Frying
Pan River) or by holding your line tight above the weight as it drifts and bounces
down the river, the removal of these hinge points will provide maximum sensitivity
to even the lightest takes. Few to no hinge-points separate the angler from the flies
that freely swim and swing around the leader with life-like realism, and should the
weights snag on the bottom of the river, a light pressure can be applied to the line to
break the Sacrificial Tippet Section and weights from the rig while preserving your
flies!
Next time you are fishing to shy fish on heavily pressured water, or if you are just
tired of missing the subtle strikes of selective trout, try out a Drop-Shot Rig and
become one with your flies!

See the back page for Drop-Shot Rig diagrams

